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Facinated by Possibilities

The Golden "Groves"

A Legacy of Faith and Love

9 This year has had an exciting 
start as we embark on engaging 
more students in working 

towards their career pathway.

15The King’s Media screening 
night, otherwise known as the 
Golden “Groves”, took place on 29 

January, and was an evening filled with joy 
and laughter.   
 

16To celebrate her contributions 
to the King’s Community, KOSA 
was excited to honour Chris Dunt, 

as she transitioned into her well-deserved 
retirement.

And, while we thank them for their tireless, 
selfless efforts to shape and improve our 
community in a myriad of ways and having 
spent countless hours in service and 
relationship, remain great friends to many of 
us and great friends of our community.  

The legacy each leaves is a legacy of selfless 
service, and friendship. 

Glyn Price – October 2002 to 
December 2021 (19 years)

It is difficult to even attempt to articulate 
our thoughts and feelings for Glyn Price – a 
dear friend and colleague. Glyn began her 
journey at King’s when her boys were just 
little and over the years, has witnessed great 
change and development. Glyn made herself 
known at King’s initially as a parent and then 
climbed her way to Chair of the Parents and 
Friends Committee. She then assisted to put 
the newsletter together in Student Services. 
It was during this time that her knowledge 
of King’s, her wisdom and uncanny eye for 
detail became apparent. Such skills are very 
attractive to a principal and as such, she 
became the very first PA to the Principal. 
Glyn’s warmth and servant heart have seen 
her journey with many families and staff 
members epitomising the fruits of the Spirit 
with her love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 
goodness, self-control and gentleness. King’s 
is much richer for having had Glyn within our 
community and she remains a dear friend of 
our community. 

Kathryn Churchett – July 2000 to 
December 2021 (21 years)

Kathryn was appointed Chaplain in July 
2000 and served across both the school and 
Tea Tree Gully Baptist Church [now King’s 

Features
From the Principal’s Desk

Baptist Church] and was instrumental in 
leading the Kid’s Ministry team. When the 
church moved to the Wynn Vale site, Kathryn 
assumed a full time role at the school and at 
the end of 2021, celebrated 21 years serving 
the church and school community in various 
roles. As the Director of Spiritual Formation 
Kathryn has overseen the faith, wellbeing 
and curriculum programs across the school. 
Her ‘superpower’ is her ability to tell a 
story - translating the gospel into practical 
applications and insights for everyday life 
for people of all ages. Kathryn continues to 
serve King’s Baptist Church and remains a 
faithful friend of our community.  

Chris Dunt – October 1983 to December 
2020  (37 years)

37 years is not that long - if you say it quickly 
and not dwell on it!! 

Chris Dunt remains a treasured friend, icon 
and legend of King’s. Chris officially retired 
at the end of 2020 having spent 12 months 
on a miraculous journey that inspired us 
all having fought and conquered a serious 
infection that continues to challenge her 
to this day. Without missing a beat, Chris 
declares the blessing of the journey, of 
being able to meet, witness to and impact 
everyone around her. 

Prior to her illness Chris served as a valued 
member of our office staff since humble 
beginnings in  1983 at the Tea Tree Gully 
Baptist Church site. Her first role was that 
of Office Secretary…which basically meant 
she did everything!! As time went on, Chris 
began to specialise in the enrolments and 
marketing programs aspects of school life 
and worked tirelessly to promote King’s, 
highlighting its outstanding community 
and student achievements. Chris was also 
instrumental in establishing the King’s Old 
Scholars Association in 1996.  Chris always 
showed a genuine interest in families and 
students, knowing the names, stories, 
struggles, challenges and celebrations of 
our families. This interest continued well 
beyond a student’s school life. Chris remains 
a beloved friend of our community. 

We honour each of these women for their 
passion, faithfulness and commitment to 
making the King’s Community a vibrant, 
Jesus-centred community and for the legacy 
they leave with us – a legacy of friendship.

Don Grimmett 
Principal
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In this edition of Horizons, 
I would like to take a moment to 
honour several long-standing staff 
who have retired following selfless 
service in a variety of ways within 
our community. The Board has 
acknowledged these faithful servants 
each with a Life Member of King’s 
award.
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In the spirit of community and in the spirit 

of Horizons, I encourage you to always be 

on the lookout for ways we can support 

our friends and neighbours. We have seen 

time and time again the importance of 

togetherness and mateship at both a global 

and personal level, and how far the ripples 

of a small gesture of goodwill can travel. This 

issue focuses on the good news stories that 

brought us as a community together over 

the past 6 months, with an emphasis on the 

charitable spirits of our Old Scholars.

As you read this issue of Horizons, I hope 

that you will feel a sense of community and 

reflect fondly on your time at King’s. May 

it serve as a reminder of friendship, the 

memories we have made and how far we 

have come since our time at the School.

Welcome to the 46th issue of Horizons. In 

this edition, we are bringing our focus back 

to our Old Scholars. Horizons was designed 

to celebrate your stories and keep you 

up-to-date with the latest news in the KOSA 

Community. Horizons is the story of us, 

and a reminder that while we may all travel 

down separate paths in our lives and spread 

ourselves across the globe, we all have roots 

in King’s and share a common experience 

in our early education, the lessons we learnt 

and the values that have been instilled 

within us.

The last 6 months have been notably 

different as Australian borders have begun to 

reopen, and some of us may be experiencing 

uncertainty and anxiety around what our 

day-to-day lives, and futures, look like.

I also encourage you all to continue sharing 

your stories, photos and passions for future 

issues of Horizons. If you have any news, 

ideas for articles or feedback, I am always 

happy to hear from you.

David Matthews 
Community Engagement Coordinator

Vice President's
2021… what a year! Reflecting on last year, 
the KOSA committee continued in true King’s 
strong-willed spirit and organisation, to plan 
events to engage the community. However, 
much like the rest of our lives, the pandemic 
didn’t make it easy.

Nevertheless, we were still able to come 
together and create some Covid safe events 
and share in expanding and engaging the 
King’s community. Our highlight of 2021 
was our afternoon tea for Chris Dunt, whose 
passion and faith couldn’t go unnoticed in 
the King’s community. We were thankful to 
be able to have such an event and honour 
her the way she deserves.

For 2022, KOSA aims to continue to remain 
perseverant and showcase God’s love in 
the King’s Community and organise more 
community events. We aim to be more 
present within the school setting and use 
each person’s individual talents and skills 
to better each other. No matter what 2022 
brings, we know that with God in our hearts 
and a passion to serve, we will achieve our 
goals.

So as Galatians 6:9 says: Let us not become 
weary in doing good, for at the proper time 
we will reap a harvest if we do not give up.

Daniela Krzystoszek 
KOSA Vice-President

Report

@kingsoldscholars

Follow us on 
Instagram

The KOSA Committee is planning a calendar 
full of Old Scholar events this year. Keep an eye 
on our socials, in Horizons and via the King’s 
website for more information!

Events to look forward to this year:

• KOSA Charity Musical Dinner

• Careers Breakfast

• KOSA Wine and Cheese Night

• The long-awaited return of the 
Andrew Watt Cup!

KOSA events 
this year
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Performing Arts Award

The KOSA Performing Arts 
Award was first established 
in 2003 in recognition of 
excellence in, and dedication 
to, the Performing Arts at 
King’s.

IN 2021 THERE WERE TWO 
RECIPIENTS WHO HAVE 
BEEN ACTIVELY INVOLVED 
IN THE PERFORMING ARTS 
THROUGHOUT THEIR 
SCHOOLING AT KING’S

It is presented to one or two Year 12 
students who have demonstrated by 
their participation, commitment and high 
artistic standard in one or more Performing 
Arts subjects, a passion and talent for 
the Performing Arts. This includes active 
participation in co-curricular ensembles/
groups and associated events, as well as 
strong leadership qualities. Past recipients 
have been leaders in music and dance 
ensembles and school musicals, serving 
our community with passion and integrity. 
Many have continued their pursuits in the 
Performing Arts by performing in community 
theatre, the music industry, dance groups 
and Worship bands. We also count several 
Performing Arts teachers amongst our 
recipients.
In 2021 there were two recipients who have 
been actively involved in the Performing Arts 
throughout their schooling at King’s – Lily 
Horton-Stewart and Samuel Olafsen.
Lily has been an active participant onstage 
in King’s musical productions in both lead 
and ensemble roles; vocal and instrumental 
ensembles, and Dance and Aerobics teams 
– representing King’s in state and national 
competitions, and South Australia overseas. 
She has also performed in many youth 
theatre musical productions, at the Tea Tree 
Gully Carols and at the Royal Adelaide Show. 
She studied Dance, Creative Arts and Music 
at King’s, taking on a leadership role as Music 
Captain in 2021. Lily will be continuing to 
develop her skills and love of performing by 
studying full time Dance and Musical Theatre 
at the Australian Company of Performing Arts 
here in Adelaide, in 2022.
Samuel has studied Music and Creative Arts 
at King’s and has been actively involved in 
co-curricular music ensembles and school 
musicals in the junior and senior school in 
both on and offstage roles.

He has performed in Chapel bands, 
leading Middle School Chapel bands 
with professionalism and skill. He was 
also a member of the King’s Media team, 
experiencing success with original short 
films in the 48Hour Film Festival and AFF-
Youth. Samuel was an invaluable Music 
Captain in 2021, encouraging and mentoring 
many young musicians in their pursuits and 
leading opportunities for students to peform 
to the King’s community – a highlight being 

the very successful Battle of the Artists. 
Sam will be studying towards a Bachelor of 
Mathematics and Data Sciences and hopes 
to eventually move into teaching.
Congratulations to the recipients of the 
KOSA Performing Arts Award and best wishes 
to both winners as they commence their 
journey after King’s.

Sue Horton 
Learning Area Leader, The Arts

KOSA

2021 has certainly been a challenging 
year for everyone. The manner in which 
the class of 2021 have approached 
their studies has been outstanding. As 
a community we are so proud of their 
efforts. I would like to thank both parents 
and staff for their collective support of the 
students and the strong partnership that 
has been forged over many years at King’s.

We are pleased to share that for the sixth 
year in a row, 100% of eligible King’s 
students in Year 12 have achieved their 
SACE.

Of the 84 students to complete their SACE 
in 2021, 62 students achieved one or 
more grades in the A band. A total of 185 
A grades were achieved across the cohort. 
The median ATAR was 82.20.

Some statistics relating to the Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank achieved by the 
2021 group of graduating students:

Award Winners
Biology – Eliza Wilson
Business Innovation – Ruby Dunt
Chemistry – Michael Lee
Child Studies – Georgia Wandtke
Creative Arts – Tyson Austin
Digital Technologies – Isaac Drury
English – Ben Davies
English Literary Studies – Mikaela Sotiriou
Essential English – Caitlin Reid
Essential Mathematics – Hope Stanley
General Mathematics – Eliza Wilson
German – Holly Letcher
Graphic Design for Print – Mikaela Sotiriou
Japanese – Mikaela Sotiriou
Legal Studies – Bowen Maddren and Haileigh Dunt
Material Solutions – Tyson Austin
Mathematical Methods – Alex Provatas
Modern History – Isabela Loughron
Music Explorations – Jamie Cox
Music Performance – Georgia Littlechild
Outdoor Education – Racheal Munger
Physical Education – Georgia Littlechild
Physics – Michael Lee
Psychology – Issy Bartlett
Specialist Mathematics – Michael Lee
Visual Arts – Ebony Pullen
Workplace Practices – Trinity Guglielmucci
F.I.S.H.E.R. Award – Isaac Drury
KOSA Performing Arts Award – Lily Horton-Stewart
KOSA Performing Arts Award – Samuel Olafsen
Sportsperson of the Year Award – Benjamin Davies
Sportsperson of the Year Award – Ruby Dunt
ADF Long Tan Future Innovators Award – Isaac Hegedus
ADF Long Tan Leadership & Teamwork Award –Tyson 
Austin
Rotary Club of Golden Grove School & Community 
Service Award – Samuel Olafsen
Makin Humanitarian Award – Bowen Maddren
Ampol All-Rounder Award – Ben Davies
Tabor Ministry Award – Tyson Austin
Tabor Ministry Award – Amy Wilson
King’s Kindness Award – Ebony Pullen

It is a pleasure to share 
the Stage 2 results of our 
2021 Year 12 students. 
As a school community 
it is wonderful to be able 
to celebrate the results 
achieved by our students.

2021 SACE Results

14% of eligible students were in the top 
5% of the State (ATAR of 95 or higher)

23% of eligible students were in the top 
10% of the State (ATAR of 90 or higher)

53% of eligible students were in the top 
20% of the State (ATAR of 80 or higher)

Regarding Vocational Education 
qualifications, there are 26 students 
who completed a Certificate III level 
qualification and in doing so, contributed 
to the calculation of their ATAR. There 
are a further 8 students who partially 
completed competencies toward their 
SACE in qualifications up to a Certificate 
IV level.

There are also two students who 
completed university studies as part 
of their SACE through the University of 
Adelaide.

Importantly, I trust that all students 
remember that they are never just a 
‘number’ and that they will never be 
defined by the ATAR despite having 
worked so hard to obtain it. We pray that 
they know God’s plan for their lives and 
that the King’s Community cares most 
about their character and people they 
become.

Don Grimmett 
Principal

SACE



Our first students
The Ak in loye  Fami ly

the opportunity for their children to become 
King’s kids, but the development of the new 
Adelaide Hills Campus reconnected the 
family to the King’s Community.

The Akinloyes will be the first of 
approximately 120 students who will make 
up the founding cohort of our Adelaide Hills 
Campus, with our first round of Adelaide 
Hills Old Scholars expected to graduate in 
2034! Spaces in the new campus are filling 
up fast. If you’re interested in learning more 
about the Adelaide Hills campus or enrolling 
for 2023 and beyond, visit: 
www.kingsbaptist.sa.edu.au

The Akinloye family will be of the first to 
experience our new state-of-the-art campus 
opening next year. I have been speaking with 
Mount Barker families since applications 
opened in the middle of last year and I was 
fortunate enough to spend an afternoon 
with the family on site at the new campus. 
It has been delightful getting to know this 
beautiful family over recent months, and we 
are excited to watch them grow alongside 
our King's Community in the Hills.

We love the Akinloyes’ heart for people and 
their genuine excitement around the coming 
together of children, their families and the 
wider community.

In 2020, the Akinloye family’s circumstances 
changed and they had to relocate to Mount 
Barker. The family were worried they had lost 

We are excited to have marked an important 
milestone for our Adelaide Hills Campus, 
officially enrolling the first students of our 
new Mount Barker school. 

Kylie Winterfield 
Enrolment Officer – Adelaide Hills
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hills futuresStudents
This year has had an exciting start as we 
embark on engaging more students in 
working towards their career pathway.

A record number of students 
have engaged with a School 
Based Apprenticeship or 
Traineeship (SBAT) this year, 
which makes me incredibly 
proud to see young people 
striking a balance between 
working towards their career, 
but also placing value on 
finishing Year 12 and their 
SACE.  

This is incredibly hard for young people to 
do, switching mindset between the world of 
work and then back to their school subjects, 
so I commend each of them who have 
signed up for a SBAT. There are benefits for 
all involved: the employer has a part time 
apprentice, which can suit the workload of 

the business, the student is able to begin 
their training and is paid for the work they do 
and oftentimes the training is paid for by the 
employer rather than the student/family. 

A number of Senior School students are 
engaged in traditional trade pathways such 
as Electrical and Carpentry, but alongside 
these trades, we have also engaged School 
Based Trainees employed at King’s both in 
the ELC and in Administrative areas in the 
school. Oliver is completing a Traineeship 
in the ELC working towards his Diploma 
of Early Childhood Education and Care, 
while students, Bella and Coby, have 
secured traineeships as Clerical Assistants 
in Education while they work towards their 
Certificate III in Business. Several other 
students have begun apprenticeships and 
traineeships with a variety of employers. 

Students often ask me, how can I get 
a School Based Apprenticeship or 
Traineeship? The best way to do this is 
by students undertaking work experience 
with potential employers. When a student 
completes work experience they get a good 
sense of the role they are looking at and 

Fascinated by Possibilities
can be helpful on site as they shadow other 
employees. This also allows employers to 
‘try’ a potential school based apprentice 
before they hire them. Work experience can 
be completed either in a one week block, 
perhaps during school holidays, or on a 
regular day each week, often Fridays. 

I would encourage any King’s families or 
Old Scholars that are interested in taking on 
a Work Experience student, particularly in 
trade or apprenticeship areas, to get in touch 
with us and let us know what sort of options 
would work for you and your business. 

At King’s we understand that students have 
their own unique interests, passions and 
ambitions. The opportunities provided in 
terms of pathways in the Senior School 
empower and enable students to contribute 
to the school, wider community and world 
around them; building on their individual 
sense of purpose and identity.

Robyn Footer 
Robyn.Footer@kingsbaptist.sa.edu.au 
Leader of Student Futures

Mount Barker Milestones



Monique Atkins is studying towards a Diploma of Interior Design.

Tyson Austin is completing an apprenticeship alongside a 
Certificate III in Carpentry.

Hannah Bartel has deferred a Bachelor of Primary Education.

Issy Bartlett is studying towards a Bachelor of Occupational 
Therapy (Honours).

Sara Belkner is studying towards a Bachelor of Health and Medical 
Sciences.

Rhianna Box is studying towards a Bachelor of Primary Education

Brayden Callaghan is studying towards a Bachelor of Exercise and 
Sport Science.

Liam Cook is joining the Defence Force.

Aleisha Coolen is studying towards a Bachelor of Business 
Administration at the University of Charleston in West Virginia, USA.

Jamie Cox is studying towards a Bachelor of Science (Space Science 
and Astrophysics).

Jackson Croft is studying towards a Bachelor of Accounting and a 
Bachelor of Business Finance.

Jordan Czyzowski is studying towards a Bachelor of Computer 
Science.

Ben Davies is studying towards a Bachelor of Software Engineering 
(Honours).

Emma Davies is studying towards a Bachelor of Early Childhood 
Education.

Liam Deverix is studying towards a Bachelor of Visual Art.

Oliver Dorigo is studying towards a Bachelor of Secondary 
Education.

Isaac Drury is studying towards a Bachelor of Software Engineering.

Haileigh Dunt is studying towards a Bachelor of Criminology and a 
Bachelor of Laws.

Ruby Dunt is studying towards a Bachelor of Education.

Charlotte Fillmore is working full time.

Emma Fillmore is studying towards a Bachelor of Psychology.

Rori Gardner is completing a hairdressing apprenticeship.

Jason Gilev is studying towards a Certificate IV in Commercial 
Cookery. 

Polina Goranova is studying towards a Bachelor of Primary School 
Education.

Isaac Hegedus is studying towards a Bachelor of Mathematics 
(Industrial and Applied Mathematics).

Lily Horton-Stewart will be studying towards a Bachelor of Arts 
after completing a Certificate IV in Dance.

Holly Iacovino will be taking a gap year to work before studying 
towards a Bachelor of Social Work (Honours).

Ella Jarman is working at Aerostar Aviation at Parafield Airport.

James Kerin is studying towards a Bachelor of Information 
Technology.

Nicole Kyprianou is studying towards a Bachelor of Arts.

Tia Kyriacou is studying towards a Bachelor of Design (Illustration 
and Animation) and a Diploma in Game Art.

Michael Lee is studying towards a Bachelor of Engineering 
(Electrical and Electronic) and a Bachelor of Mathematical and 
Computer Sciences.

Zoe Leister is studying towards a Bachelor of Nursing.

Holly Letcher is studying towards a Bachelor of Creative Arts 
(Creative Writing).

Leraya Lippitt is studying towards a Bachelor of Nursing.

Georgia Littlechild is studying towards a Bachelor of Paramedic 
Science.

Emily Longo is studying towards a Bachelor of Early Childhood 
Education (Honours).

Isabela Loughron is studying towards an Honours Degree of 
Bachelor of Psychology (Advanced).

Bowen Maddren is studying towards a Bachelor of Laws and Legal 
Practice (Honours) and a Bachelor of International Relations and 
Political Science.

Isaac Mann is studying towards a Bachelor of Primary Education.

James Mann is completing an Information Technology traineeship.

Samuel McCormack is studying towards a Bachelor of Medical 
Science.

Benjamin McDonald is studying towards a Bachelor of Music.

Rachael Munger is studying towards a Bachelor of Coastal and 
Marine Science in Newcastle.

Georgia Muscat is studying towards a Diploma of Graphic Design.

Samuel Olafsen is studying towards a Bachelor of Mathematics 
(Data Science)

Hyun Park is studying towards a Bachelor of Nursing.

Jade Penna is studying towards a Bachelor of Business.

Lucy Pocock is studying towards a Bachelor of Early Childhood 
Education.

Kirsten Pope is studying towards a Bachelor of Computer Science.

Emma Power is studying towards a Bachelor of Psychological 
Science (Counselling and Interpersonal Skills and a Bachelor of 
Business (Human Resource Management).

Natalia Price is starting a traineeship alongside a Certificate III in 
Beauty Services.

Ebony Pullen is going into full time work with the hope of pursuing 
a future in car customs.

Henry Ravesteyn is studying towards a Bachelor of Film and 
Television.

Caitlin Reid is working full time.

Phoebe Roberts is studying towards a Bachelor of Primary 
Education.

Alyssa Roberts has deferred a Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics 
and is studying at Patrick School of the Arts in Melbourne.

Jordan Robertson is studying towards a Bachelor of Criminology.

Isaac Rogers is studying towards a Bachelor of Aviation (Pilot).

Ryan Salmon has deferred a Bachelor of Science (Animal 
Behaviour).

Talisha Skein is completing an Undergraduate Certificate in 
Ministry.

Georgia Slater is studying towards an Honours Degree of Bachelor 
of Psychology (Advanced).

Sarah Smart is studying towards a Bachelor of Medical Radiation 
Science (Nuclear Medicine).

Mikaela Sotiriou is studying towards a Bachelor of Arts 
(Linguistics).

Hope Stanley is studying towards a Bachelor of Arts.

William Stokes is working in a variety of part-time roles on a gap 
year.

Joel Sugars is studying towards a Bachelor of Journalism and 
Professional Writing.

Elih Templeton is studying towards a Bachelor of Criminology and 
a Bachelor of Laws.

Kaitlin Teo is studying towards a Bachelor of Occupational Therapy.

Charlotte Van Roy is studying towards a Bachelor of Health and 
Medical Science (Advanced).

Cooper Vos is studying towards a Bachelor of Music.

Riley Wain is studying towards a Bachelor of Chemical Engineering 
and a Bachelor of Finance.

Georgia Wandtke is studying towards a Bachelor of Nursing.

Amy Wilson is studying towards a Bachelor of Nursing.

Eliza Wilson is studying towards a Bachelor of Paramedic Science.

Tia Woods is studying towards a Bachelor of Early Childhood 
Education (Honours).
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KOSA Class of 2021
plans and dreams
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KOSA Kids
in the ELC

Patrick Carroll son of Melissa (née Wilinski) 
(Class of 2008)

Lenny Carter son of Adam (Class of 2001)

Louis Cowan son of Lee (Class of 1997)

Maisie Hargreaves daughter of Fiona (née 
Kirk) (Left 1996)

Ella Medlock daughter of Daniel 
(Class of 2003)

Jax Holliday son of Matt (Class of 1995)

Fraser Medlock son of Jordan (Class of 2010) and Jess 
(née Costigan) (Class of 2009)

Henry Mounsey son of Rachel (née Segui) 
(Class of 2001)

Brady Plumb son of Andrew (Class of 2003)

Isla Sutherland daughter of Bradley (Class 
of 2005)

Noah Seeley son of Tania (née Skinner) (Class of 2005)

Rory van Rossen son of Bianca (née Sferco) 
(Class of 2002)

KOSA 
Kids

in Reception

Back row: Lawson Coombe son of Brooklynne (née Gillies) (Class of 2004), 
Jack Sutherland son of Bradley (Class of 2005). Middle row: Ella Moffat 
daughter of Rachel (née Baldock) (Past Pupil Left 2001), Ayla McKay daughter 
of Brad (Class of 2004), Olivia Eckert daughter of Kate (née Bailey) (Class of 
2004). Front row: Miles Headland son of Stuart (Class of 2002). Absent: Elijah 
Boyd son of Adam (Class of 2001), Scarlett Fleer daughter of Sarah-Jane (née 
Ormsby) (Class of 2007).

From left to right: Zara Gadaleta daughter of 
Nicole (née Griffin) (Past Pupil Left 1992), Abby 

Ide daughter of Belinda (née Riddle) (Class 
of 1999), Elsie Plumb daughter of Andrew 

(Class of 2003). Absent: Archer Edwards son 
of Russell (Class of 1999), Rory Merkel son of 

Grant (Class of 2001), Harper Miller daughter 
of Erin (née Bath) (Class of 1998).

From left to right: Caden Docherty son of Freddie 
(née Nyambura) (Class of 2004), Zac McEwen son 
of David (Class of 2001), Dakota Johnson daughter 
of Lisa (née Cooke) (Class of 2006), Zarah Helyard 
daughter of Stephen (Class of 2001), Harvey 
Kerrigan son of Luke (Class of 2005). Absent: Eva 
Blanchard daughter of Alice (née Birch) (Class 
of 1999), Harry Kruger son of Anne (née Goreing) 
(Class of 1998), Milana Barreto daughter of Alex 
(Class of 1998).
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the image of God. I am really interested to hear your thoughts on how 
where the King’s Community is currently at and if you have ideas for the 
future. Please come and meet with me!

I am thrilled to champion the King's Community and look forward to 
speaking with you soon.

James Lenigas (Class of 2007) 
Director of Faith and Culture

How good is the feeling of catching up with an old friend? The 
conversation quickly jumps into "remember when..." and "when was 
the last time you saw or heard from ...?" There is something about these 
shared stories that brings us back together and can create a real sense 
of joy. My few weeks back at King’s has felt very much like this; as I have 
walked the grounds or caught up with long-serving staff, memories 
from my time as a student have flooded back.

However, King's has significantly changed over the past 14 years, and I 
am thrilled to be here in a time of consolidation of all that is good and 
imagining what the next season may bring for the community.

I have returned back to Kings with one clear intention: to explore how 
as a community, we can pursue Jesus in a richer and more meaningful 
way that is open to all walks of life.

Finding belonging is becoming increasingly difficult for many families, 
and the pandemic has exacerbated the trend to spend more time 
alone. King's provides an incredible connection point for so many 
families to be together and embrace the reality that we are created in 

The King’s Media screening night, otherwise known as the Golden 
“Groves”, took place on 29 January, and was an evening filled with joy 
and laughter.

Over the last three years, the King’s Media team has written and 
produced five short films, including Passing Maths, which premiered 
on the night. We took the opportunity to celebrate the creativity, 
talent and hard work put into the projects by watching all five films, 
interviewing members of the cast and crew, and giving out a number 
of prestigious awards. All proceeds ( just over $1000 total!) from the 
night were donated towards The Smith Family - a charity which 
helps disadvantaged Australian students build brighter futures for 
themselves.

The night provided a great space to reflect upon all we have learned 
through the process of creating the films, from simple lighting and 
technical skills, to scheduling an effective shoot, to writing stories 
that hold audiences and even draw some laughs! We were pleased to 
hear that a number of people noticed clear improvement across the 
five films, and that our newest film was the favourite of the night.

The King’s Media team want to say a big thank you to every person 
who has inspired us to create these films and helped us along the 
way. We would particularly love to shout out Ms Horton and Mr Havis, 
for their support throughout the process of creating all five films, 
and to Mr Grady and Miss Min for their debut film appearances in our 
latest film.

Isaac Drury (Class of 2021)

GOLDEN
GR    VE
AWARDS

THE GOLDEN “GROVES”

Catching Up with an Old Friend

JamesJamesJames

Meet our Director of Faith and Culture, James Lenigas.



A Legacy of Faith and Love
The afternoon tea was abuzz with Old Scholars and old staff 
swapping stories, sharing memories and catching up with one 
another.

After more than 35 years of service with the School, Chris has become 
a very familiar face to many families at King’s. In addition to her 
many other achievements, Chris was instrumental in founding the 
King’s Old Scholars Association (KOSA) and establishing the roots 
of a fruitful community of connected alumni across the world. To 
celebrate her contributions to the King’s Community, KOSA was 
excited to honour Chris as she transitioned into her well-deserved 
retirement.

Speeches from Old Scholar Gus Heida, former Principal Russell Eley 
and former Director of Junior School Mark Smedley echoed the 
common sentiment that Chris is a woman of unwavering faith and 
great love. Since 1983, Chris has had a love for every student to study 
at King’s. We thank her for her contributions to KOSA and for the 
legacy of friendship that she leaves for all Old Scholars to come.

After several delays in the face of ever-changing 
capacity and event restrictions, the King’s Old 
Scholars Association was finally able to host 
an afternoon tea in honour of Chris Dunt on 
Sunday 14 November. 

Faith
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Challenge yourself, 
inspire others, change 
lives

Running
for a Reason

The Sandy Running Festival is a journey 
along our spectacular SA coastline with 
multiple distances - including 10km, 
35km and 68km - making it the longest 
Ultra-beach run in Australia.

Although this is a run with a difference.

The idea of the Sandy Running Festival 
was birthed one night with a friend of 
mine who went to South Sudan with 
me in 2012 to build a health clinic. He is 
an Ultramarathon runner and he and I 
were preparing for a running event the 
following morning. We got talking about 
running and how good it is to have 
goals and push yourself. Imagine what it 
would look like to challenge yourself for 
others so when you want to give up you 
know that someone else apart from you 
is benefitting from all this hard work.

We got together with Paul Madden 
from Bright Futures Child Aid and 
Development, who has an incredibly 
large heart to help others.

Together we decided to make 
the event a joint fundraiser for a 
community in South Sudan and 
Northern Uganda who are both in 
desperate need of extending their 
health services to vulnerable mothers 
and children. 1 in 10 children in 
Africa under the age of 5 die from 
preventable diseases – preventable 
meaning there’s something we can do 
about it.

In October 2021, with the help of 
our volunteer committee, event 
participants, the King’s Community 
and our Year 9 students who ran or 
walked as part of The Rite Journey 
program, the Sandy Running Festival 
was able to raise $23,000 to support 
these communities.

Andy Dunt (Class of 1997)



Ten Years of 
Old StaffIt is always with a sad heart that we 

say goodbye to a number of staff at the 
conclusion of each year.  The end of 2021 saw 
us farewell some staff into retirement or on 
to other adventures elsewhere.  We wish the 
following staff all the very best as they start a 
new year in new spaces of life and work.

Thanks
Staff 
Farewells
Sharon Robinson, Early Years Teacher 
January 2003 to April 2021 

Sue Wood, Early Years Teacher 
January 1988 to July 2021 

Helen Langworthy, Early Years and Junior School 
Art Teacher  
August 1997 to December 2021

Glyn Price, Principal’s Assistant  
October 2002 to December 2021

Kathryn Churchett, Director of Spiritual Formation  
July 2000 to December 2021

Silvia Lodge, Junior School German Teacher 
February 1999 to December 2021

Ang Lippitt, Graphic Design and Publications  
June 2010 to June 2021

Brendan Haywood, ICT System Administrator  
September 2008 to August 2021

Rosalie Kerin, Piano Teacher  
February 2005 to December 2021 

Kelly Stork, Senior School Teacher  
January 2012 to September 2021 

Abbey Cowie, ELC Educator  
February 2020 to June 2021 

Brett Simpson, Middle & Senior School Teacher  
August 2016 to December 2020 

Deborah Hansen, Junior School Teacher  
January 2018 to December 2020 

Alison Maticic, Patch to Plate Coordinator/Teacher  
January 2021 to December 2021 

Cheryl Constable, Co-Educator  
January 2021 to December 2021 

Filomena Georgiou, Junior School Teacher  
January 2021 to December 2021 

Urs Inauen, Home Economics Teacher  
January 2006 to June 2021 
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Celebrating 

10 
Years

SCHOOL!  We have all been there. It is an 
experience which everyone shares.

It starts when you turn 5 years old and 
it is both daunting and exciting as you 
are leaving the security of your home, 
kindergarten and those who care for you 
every day to spend 6 hours a day for 5 
days a week in a strange new place.

The unsuspecting child has no idea that 
this is going to last for 13 YEARS!

Well, it might appear unimaginable, 
but most teachers, until retirement, 
have spent nearly their WHOLE LIFE AT 
SCHOOL!

Junior primary (or infant school as it was 
called once upon a time) and primary 
school adding to 8 years and high school 
for 5, university (or Teachers’ College as it 
was in the olden days) for an additional 
3 or 4 years, plus teaching for 30 – 40+ 
years! That means the total years spent 
at school is anywhere between 47 – 57 
years!

From these statistics, teachers obviously 
love school. They also love learning, 
they love young people, they love giving, 
they love doing something positive to 
develop lives.

And they love belonging. So, after they 
have finally left school at around 60-65 
years old, they still want to belong to the 
place and the people where they have 
worked for so long, given themselves 
and carried out the vocation which was 
placed in their heart by God. 

The collegial friendships that they have 
formed over the years are important 
as is the acknowledgement that the 
school gives them on occasions such 
as Founders’ Day. They have toiled for 
the good of others to the best of their 
ability and have contributed to a history 
much bigger than themselves. These are 
strong bonds which are shared by King’s 
Old Staff.

Linda Russo 
Art Teacher 1992 – 2011



Leigh Humphris (Class of 2015) and Cailin 
Wilden (Class of 2015) were engaged on 29 
May 2021.

Stephanie Blakey (Class of 2017) and Bradley 
Hewitt were engaged in January 2022.

Laura Drost (Class of 2009) and Daniel Glomb were 
married on 19 March 2022. Old Scholars Natasha 
Fowler (Class of 2009) and Kieran Drost (Class of 2012) 
were in the bridal party, with Kieran serving as Laura’s 
man of honour.

FamiliesEngagements Weddings

Lauren Juett (Class of 2004) and Aaron 
Golding were engaged on 27 November 
2021 in Basket Range while celebrating their 
anniversary.

Bec Spencer (née Seabrooke) (Class of 2007) 
and Zac were married at Glen Ewin Estate on 
11 September 2021. Bec’s sisters and current 
students Paige Lane and Mia Lane were in the 
bridal party.

Weddings

Ashley Taylor (née Pitman) (Class of 2013) and Damon 
were married on 2 October 2020. Old Scholars Stacey 
Gerber (Class of 2011) and Eliza Pitman (Class of 2018) 
were in the Bridal Party. Old Scholars Sophia Bouzikos 
(Class of 2013), Laura Bryant (née Bedenham) (Class 
of 2013), Imogen Kooij (née Hodgson) (Class of 2013), 
Ashleigh Willoughby (née Thomas) (Class of 2010) 
and Joey Oakley (née Day) (Class of 2009) served as 
Ashley’s women of honour for the wedding.
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Rory Brokate (Class of 2009) and Airlie have had a son, Porter, born 15 
January 2021, a baby brother for Ashton, born 24 June 2019.

Natasha Greenwood (née Blakey) (Class of 2012) and Justin have had 
a daughter, Mila, born 26 December 2021. Mila’s godparents are Elise 
Rankin (Class of 2012), Carl Simon (Class of 2012) and Alyce Simon (née 
Haywood) (Class of 2012).

FamiliesWeddings Babies

Matt Dutton (Class of 2015) and Caitlin were 
married at Aldinga Beach on 9 October 2021. 
Old Scholars Ben Rankin (Class of 2015), 
Rosalie Dutton (Class of 2018) and Joel 
Dutton (Class of 2020) were in the bridal party. Nathan (Class of 2010) and Abbie Watkins (née Soeharyo) (Class of 2011, 

current staff) have had a daughter, Macie, born 19 July 2021.
Rhiannon Hocking (née Sabel) (Class of 2006) and Tom have had a 
daughter, Hailey, born 10 March 2021.

Lauren (née Coops) (Class of 2015) and Jordan 
Cooper (Class of 2015) were married on 13 November 
2021. Old Scholars Stephanie Burris (Class of 2015), 
Cameron Box (Class of 2015), Tash Coops (Class of 
2017) and Zack Price (Class of 2015) were in the bridal 
party. Old Scholar Joshua Newberry (Class of 2015) 
was the photographer for the wedding.
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reunions IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN 
HELPING PLAN A REUNION, 

PLEASE CONTACT  DAVID MATTHEWS AT: 
DAVID.MATTHEWS@KINGSBAPTIST.SA.EDU.AU

20 Year Reunion Class of 2002

25 Year Reunion Class of 1997

10 Year Reunion Class of 2012

15 Year Reunion Class of 2007
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Reunion Years



PLAN IT CONSULTING SA
Our Services Include . . .

• Building Design Residential & Commercial
• Extensions (up & out)
• All requirements for planning and council approval
• Internal Renovations
• Knock down – subdivide & rebuild advice
• Site Inspections, reports and advice

PO Box 658 St Agnes SA 5097 Mobile: 0418 804 979 Email: planit.adl@gmail.com

INTERFIELDCABINETS 

CONTACT US FOR ALL YOUR KITCHEN CABINETRY NEEDS
Travis and Amy Dunn – Ph: 8262 2236 – Fax: 8349 7362

Email: winterfields@esc.net.au – Website: www.winterfields.com.au
Showroom: Unit 7, 28 Maxwell Road, Para Hills West

www.libertyspeech.com.au

Friendly, Game-Based Assessments 
& Therapy For Kids and Teenagers

On-site sessions available at King’s

7226 3903
23 Seymour Ave , Modbury 5092

Call to book a consultation

• Speech Sounds
• Stuttering
• Listening
• Autism
• Reading
• Language
• Problem Solving

• Social Language
• Hearing Impairment
• Developmental Delay
• Early Communication 
• Auditory Processing
• NDIS & DSS Provider
• Clinic and School Visitswww.libertyspeech.com.au
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"It is an awesome, 
challenging thought: The 
Lord comes to us in our 
friends. What we do and are 
to them is an expression of 
what we are to Him".
Lloyd John Ogilvie
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